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Advantages of renting

Renting has become increasingly popular, as it allows far more flexibility when moving around 

due to changes in career or personal circumstances. If you are relocating to Chester, renting a 

property gives you the time to get to know the different areas and have a look around for the 

right property to buy.

The quality of properties available to rent has improved greatly over recent years as tenant 

expectations have increased and there are many more rules and regulations in place to 

irradicate some of the rogue landlords of the past.

The initial outlay when renting a property is much less than buying because you do not have 

to put down a large deposit. Your landlord will be responsible for repairs and maintenance and 

so you won’t have any nasty unexpected bills.

Benefits of using an ARLA agent

The best way to ensure you will be renting a good quality property through a professional 

agent is to ensure they are registered by the Association of

Residential Letting Agents (ARLA). An ARLA agency, such as ours, will only rent properties which 

comply with current legislation. Your money will be protected by a client monies protection 

scheme and your deposit will be registered with a government registered scheme. The agent 

will also be a member of a redress scheme such as the Property Ombudsman and will have 

Professional Indemnity Insurance, so you are protected if anything goes wrong.

If the property is managed by us you can be assured that any maintenance issues you report 

to us will be dealt with as soon as possible.

Considerations before letting

Before looking for a property, have a think about prioritising what you require and what you 

are prepared to be flexible about. For example:

• Furnishing – properties will be offered with varying levels of furniture provided, but usually 

contain white goods in the kitchen, carpets and curtains.

• Make sure you are clear about just what is provided and what is not, as you may view a 

property with the current tenants still in situ with their own furniture in place

• Many Landlords do not allow pets or smoking. This may severely restrict the properties 

available to you

• Check out the area at different times of the day to make sure it is suitable for you

• Check there is sufficient parking for your needs or public transport nearby should you 

require it

• Start viewing early as the best properties go very quickly to the tenants who are in the 

best position to move in

• Find out how much Council Tax is applicable to the property and don’t forget to budget 

for the utility bills

matthew’s are there to help you every 
step of the way L



Moving in

Once you have found a suitable property, we will ask you to come into the office in order for us 

to talk you through the application and referencing process.

You will be asked to pay an administration fee which will hold the property for you while 

references and credit checks are undertaken.

It is worth warning your employer and previous landlord (if applicable) that they will be 

contacted for a reference so they can respond in good time.

If you know of any reason why you may fail a credit check or reference you should mention it 

to us before paying the fee, as it is non-refundable once we start the checks. You may still be 

able to pass the referencing as long as you have declared any issues beforehand rather than 

waiting for them to show up on a check, which will automatically fail you.

You will also be asked for some form of Photo I.D. and proof of your current address. If you are 

in the country on a visa and work permit, you must ensure that they will remain valid for the 

whole term of the tenancy.

Once the referencing checks are passed, we will agree a date with you to move in and prepare 

the tenancy agreement for you to read and sign.

You will be asked to pay the first month’s rent and the deposit (usually the equivalent of 6 

weeks rent) so that the funds have cleared into our account by the tenancy start date.

Our tenancy agreements are set for the initial minimum period of 6 months and then roll onto a 

“Periodic Tenancy” which means you can give the Landlord one months’ notice or he can give 

you two months’ notice after the initial term.

Many agents will insist on renewing the tenancy agreement every six months and will charge 

you for the privilege, but here at Matthew’s we prefer to leave things more flexible so you can 

move on when it is convenient for you. If you would prefer a longer tenancy or six monthly 

renewals however, we can certainly negotiate that for you.

The lettings team here at Matthew’s are all very friendly, highly qualified and experienced so 

you can rest assured that renting through us will be hassle-free.

Rent Smart Wales

This legislation has been 

introduced in order to 

raise standards in the 

private rented sector in 

Wales by introducing a 

new law requiring the 

registration and licensing 

of landlords and agents.

Landlords and Agents 

have twelve months to 

comply with the new 

legislation by applying 

for a license from the 

launch date of 23rd 

November 2015.

furnished or unfurnished – it’s your 
choiceL



We hope you have 
found this guide 
useful. 

About Matthews

With a reputation for knowledge, great service and trust, 
Matthews has been the pulse of the Chester property 
market since 1986. This makes us not only one of the city’s 
longest established agents, but also one of the most 
respected.

We are proud of our strong heritage; utilising our 
extensive knowledge and experience to deliver bespoke 
property services for investors, buyers, sellers, landlords 
and tenants.

Whether you are about to get on to the property ladder, 
have a family home to sell, looking to start a property 
investment portfolio, or need a safe pair of hands to 
manage your rental property or apartment block – we’d 
love to help.

Contact our friendly team today on  
01244 346226  
or email sales@matthewsofchester.com 

To stay up to date with the latest Chester property news, 
advice and useful resources, visit  
www.matthewsofchester.com/news 


